General theoretical relationships consistent with experiments are obtained for isotropic homogeneous incompressible-fluid turbulence governed by the Navier-Stokes flow equation. A key quantity that structures the turbulence is the "broadness" 8 of the probability measure over velocity fields. Both the decay law and the longitudinal correlation function for small r appear as simple functions of this quasiconstant parameter S.
u'=u'(t) =--, '([u(%, t) i'), (2) the rate of dissipation of the kinetic energy follows from the Navier-Stokes equation (1) (I V'u I')(lul ') (6) a gauge of the breadth-to-height ratio of the wave number energy spectrum, ' or of the broadness of the probability measure over velocity fields itself; B is non-negative by virtue of the Schwarz inequality, with B=O only for the academic 5-function energy spectrum associated with a probability measure that is concentrated entirely on Boussinesq flows of a fixed constant wave number (i.e. , V'u= -x20ueeB=O). The broadness defined by (6) is quasiconstant, changing only slowly from one period of the decay to the next, because of the statistical similarity observed" ' for all types of isotropic homogeneous turbulence in the various stages of decay. By combining the definition parts of (2) and (3) with (6), one obtains (~v'u~')=(B+1)q /3v u2 while differentiation and contraction of (4) pro- 
where there appears the quasiconstant parameter
The definition part of (3) permits (14) to be expressed as and integrated twice to yield u'=( ocn ts)t"
for the physical final condition u'-0, q -0 as
The decay law (17) is indeed of the observed'~' " form, with the decay exponent n having the experimental values shown in Table I 
